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ABSTRACT 
 
 
AN ENERGY EFFICIENT, LOAD BALANCING, AND RELIABLE 
ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 
 
 
by 
Kamil Samara 
 
 
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2016 
Under the Supervision of Professor Hossein Hosseini 
 
 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is shaping the future of Computer Networks and 
Computing in general, and it is gaining ground very rapidly. The whole idea has 
originated from the pervasive presence of a variety of things or objects equipped with 
the internet connectivity. These devices are becoming cheap and ubiquitous, at the 
same time more powerful and smaller with a variety of onboard sensors. All these 
factors with the availability of unique addressing, provided by the IPv6, has made these 
devices capable of collaborating with each other to accomplish common tasks. 
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Mobile AdHoc Networks (MANETS) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in 
particular play a major role in the backbone of IoT. 
Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been a challenging task for 
researchers in the last several years because the conventional routing algorithms, such 
as the ones used in IP-based networks, are not well suited for WSNs because these 
conventional routing algorithms heavily rely on large routing tables that need to be 
updated periodically. The size of a WSN could range from hundreds to tens of 
thousands of nodes, which will make routing tables’ size very large. Managing large 
routing tables is not feasible in WSNs due to the limitations of resources. 
The directed diffusion algorithm is a well-known routing algorithm for Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSNs). The directed diffusion algorithm saves energy by sending 
data packets hop by hop and by enforcing paths to avoid flooding.  The directed 
diffusion algorithm does not attempt to find the best or healthier paths (healthier paths 
are paths that use less total energy than others and avoid critical nodes). Hence the 
directed diffusion algorithm could be improved by enforcing the use of healthier paths, 
which will result in less power consumption.  
We propose an efficient routing protocol for WSNs that gives preference to the 
healthier paths based on the criteria of the total energy available on the path, the path 
length, and the avoidance of critical nodes. This preference is achieved by collecting 
information about the available paths and then using non-incremental machine learning 
to enforce path(s) that meet our criteria. 
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In addition to preferring healthier paths, our protocol provides Quality of Service 
(QoS) features through the implementation of differentiated services, where packets are 
classified as critical, urgent, and normal, as defined later in this work. Based on this 
classification, different packets are assigned different priority and resources. This 
process results in higher reliability for the delivery of data, and shorter delivery delay for 
the urgent and critical packets. 
This research includes the implementation of our protocol using a Castalia 
Simulator. Our simulation compares the performance of our protocol with that of the 
directed diffusion algorithm. The comparison was made on the following aspects: 
 Energy consumption 
 Reliable delivery 
 Load balancing 
 Network lifetime 
 Quality of service 
Simulation results did not point out a significant difference in performance between the 
proposed protocol and the directed diffusion algorithm in smaller networks. However, 
when the network’s size started to increase the results showed better performance by 
the proposed protocol. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Problem Statement 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is shaping the future of networks and computing in general. 
With broadband connectivity becoming cheap and ubiquitous, devices are becoming 
more powerful and smaller, with a variety of onboard sensors; physical objects are 
becoming part of the internet. This phenomenon will open the door to various application 
domains ranging from Green-IT and energy efficiency to military applications. 
Mobile AdHoc Networks (MANETS) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) play a major 
role in the backbone of IoT [1]. 
Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been a challenging task for 
researchers in the last several years. It is a challenge because the conventional routing 
algorithms, like ones used in IP-based networks, are not suited for WSNs because 
these conventional routing algorithms rely on routing tables. WSNs’ size could range 
from hundreds to tens of thousands of nodes, thus making the size of routing tables 
very large. Managing large routing tables is not feasible in WSNs due the hardware 
limitations. 
Although WSNs are considered a subcategory of wireless Ad Hoc networks, the routing 
techniques used in AdHoc networks are not suited for WSNs. Routing techniques in Ad 
Hoc networks assume global knowledge of the whole network, so each packet sent will 
contain the full path from the source to destination. Embedding full path in the packet 
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header will make data packets larger in size, which will result in the consumption of 
more energy [2]. 
Energy limitation is the main constraint in WSNs. WSNs are operated by a finite energy 
source (usually batteries), so any routing algorithm to be used in WSNs should take this 
in consideration, besides the hardware limitation of WSNs’ nodes. Energy aware routing 
algorithms have proven to reduce power consumption substantially. 
1.2 Research Questions 
In this research we will address the following question: Can we improve on the existing 
routing techniques to achieve more power conservation while maintaining load 
balancing and quality of service? 
The remaining sections of this dissertation are organized as follows. The first section 
describes the Internet of Things, a background section that defines WSNs and explains 
the challenges and applications of WSNs. The next section discusses solar energy and 
how it can be used to charge mobile devices such as WSNs’ nodes. The network layer 
section will briefly review the previous work on the routing level with some focus on the 
Directed Diffusion algorithm. The dissertation concludes with a conclusions and future 
work sections.  
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2 Internet of things 
Due to the improvements in technology, the availability of networks and the internet, 
and the low cost of communication devices, access to the internet is available to more 
people with smaller devices at lower rates. Individuals can access the internet through 
their handheld devices such as phones, tablets, notebooks, or any device with 
processing power and connectivity. All of these small devices are equipped with 
sensors and actuators that give them the ability to interact with the surrounding 
environment [3]. 
On the other hand, physical objects are fitted with tags that make it possible to identify 
these objects in addition the availability of IP addresses after IPv6 was introduced. This 
combination makes it possible to link the physical world to cyberspace through 
handheld devices, thus making the Internet of Thing (IoT) a new reality [3, 4]. 
The “things” in the IoT include a wide range of physical elements. These could include 
portable personal objects such as smartphones and tablets. The IoT also includes 
elements from the environment fitted with tags that can be connected to the internet. 
Each element can provide data and perform services if needed [3]. 
Figure 1 shows the general components of the IoT system. Things could be identified 
through scanning their tag IDs, thus communicating the location of the thing. Networked 
things fitted with sensors and an actuator can interact with the environment, sending 
data to higher services. Smart things can sense activities and collect data, linking them 
to the IoT. Middleware handles the communication between networked things and the 
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application layer, enabling application and service development to utilize data as 
received from things. Being connected to the cloud provides the capability to add 
intelligence, resulting in better services [5]. 
 
Figure 1: Components of the Internet of Things [3, page 3] 
IoT will have a high impact on several aspects of our lives. On the individual level, some 
examples could be e-health, smart houses, and e-learning. On the business level, a few 
examples include automation and industrial manufacturing, logistics, business/process 
management, and intelligent transportation of people and goods [4]. 
2.1 MANETs and WSNs in IoT 
Cheap and easy to deploy wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and the widespread use of 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) open the way to a wide range of applications that 
could be implemented through IoT [1]. 
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Wireless Sensor networks can be used to track objects, movement, and collect data 
from the environment. With these capabilities, wireless sensor networks can bridge the 
gap between the physical world and the digital world. This bridge will bring intelligence 
to wireless sensor networks applications [1, 4]. 
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3 Wireless Sensor Networks  
3.1 Motivation 
The need to monitor civil infrastructures (like tunnels) and natural resources (like 
forests) motivated the design and implementation of distributed wireless sensor 
networks [6, 7]. 
With the technological advances in the last few years especially in the fields of printed 
circuits, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), and wireless communications made 
the use of sensor networks a reality. 
3.2 Definitions and Background 
3.2.1 Sensing and Sensors 
Sensing is the process of collecting data from the physical world (like temperature) by 
using sensors. Figure 2 shows the details of the sensing process. 
A sensor is a device that captures a physical phenomenon and converts it into electrical 
signals which then is passed to a controller to be processed [6]. 
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Figure 2: Sensing Process (diagram taken from [12, page 4]) 
3.2.2 Wireless Sensor Networks 
Wireless Sensor Networks are a collection of hundreds or thousands of wireless sensor 
nodes that are often deployed in remote areas, whose job is to collect data wirelessly 
and deliver it to the base station. Each node consists of a sensing component, 
processor, communication, and storage components [8]. 
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Figure 3: Wireless Sensor Network (diagram taken from [12, page 7]) 
 
3.3 Challenges and Constraints 
3.3.1 Energy 
Energy is the most important constraint that affects wireless sensor networks’ design at 
all layers. Sensor nodes are usually operated with batteries. Moreover, batteries must 
either be replaced or charged after a certain period of use, and this is not always 
applicable in the case of sensor nodes because they are usually deployed in remote 
areas [9, 10]. 
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3.3.2 Self-Management 
As mentioned earlier, wireless sensor networks are usually deployed in remote areas, 
which implies that no infrastructure is available, and maintenance operation is almost 
impossible. 
Therefore, the nodes have to adapt to these constraints and environment changes 
using self-management through teamwork without human interaction [10, 11]. 
3.3.3 Wireless Networking 
Dependence on wireless transmission in WSNs introduces a distance challenge 
because attenuation limits the signal range. Moreover, the relationship between the 
transmission power and the received power is expressed using this formula: 
Pr ∝
Pt
d2
  
Nodes in WSNs cannot transmit for larger distances because this transmission will 
consume much energy. Therefore, the best way is to divide the distance into shorter 
segments [9, 10, 11]. 
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Figure 4: Single Hop VS Multi-Hop (diagram taken from [12, page 9]) 
3.3.4 Design Constraints 
The design goal in WSNs is to develop small, cheap, and energy efficient nodes. These 
design goals will limit the hardware capabilities of the nodes. For example, the nodes 
cannot have GPS systems that will force the designers to use alternative approaches to 
determining nodes’ position. Also, the memory size will be modest, which will not allow 
storing huge routing tables, thus affecting the design of routing protocols [12]. 
3.4 Applications 
3.4.1 Health Care 
WSNs carry a great promise in improving health care services in a wide range of areas. 
Examples of that promise include real-time patient monitoring in hospitals, monitoring 
disaster areas, studying human behavior under chronic diseases, and improving the life 
of elderly persons through smart environments [14, 15]. 
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3.4.2 Traffic Control 
Congestion in ground transportation is one of the complex problems that are facing 
urban cities. WSNs can help by distributing sensing nodes that collect data about the 
traffic density, the directions and speeds of vehicles, and suggest alternative routes for 
drivers [6, 16]. 
3.4.3 Military Applications 
Since sensor networks are based on the dense deployment of disposable and low-cost 
sensor nodes, this attribute makes it suitable for military use. Also, the self-management 
capability in WSNs makes them resilient to the destruction of some nodes by enemies.  
WSNs have been used in battlefield surveillance, damage assessment, biological and 
chemical attack detection and many other military applications [6, 14]. 
3.4.4 Environmental Applications 
The autonomous feature of WSNs makes it a good solution for areas that are hard to 
reach by humans. Examples of these applications include: tracking animals, monitoring 
environmental conditions, detecting forest fires, and others [6, 15]. 
3.4.5 Home Applications 
By installing WSN nodes in home appliances, they can form a network, and they can be 
connected to the internet so the owners can manage their home devices [13]. 
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3.4.6 Industrial Applications 
Wired sensor networks have long been used in industry. They primarily have been used 
for control and process automation. A huge disadvantage of wired networks is the high 
cost of the infrastructure as well as upgrading costs. WSNs can provide a good 
alternative for wired networks in industrial plants. Also, they could provide an alternative 
for human monitoring in preventive maintenance [15, 16]. 
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4 Cross-Layer Design 
The internet backbone protocols TCP/IP are based on the OSI layered architecture as 
shown in Figure 5. This layered architecture played a crucial role in the success and 
stability of the internet. The OSI model divides its tasks into layers from bottom to top. 
Each layer performs a precise task(s). A bottom layer serves a top layer by providing 
services to the above layer. The uniform interface between corresponding layers is 
achieved by encapsulating data coming from higher layers. This isolation in the layered 
design led to an easier application design that sits on the top of the hierarchy [13, 19]. 
 
Figure 5: OSI Model  (diagram taken from [66]) 
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The rigid separation of layers in the OSI model causes isolation for each layer, which 
results in each layer having a limited view of the network. Combining this fact with the 
dynamic nature of WSNs will lead to the conclusion that the layered architecture is not 
the optimal choice for WSNs. 
The dynamic nature of WSNs requires a fuller image of network status to be able to 
make the right decision. To obtain a more comprehensive picture of the network and 
adapt to changes layers need to share information. This is the essence of a cross-layer 
design [19]. 
4.1 General Motivations for Cross-Layer Design 
Figure 6 shows an example of a cross-layer design framework with information 
exchange between layers. The link layer transmits the links’ status to the MAC layer. 
The MAC layer, based on the information passed to it from the link layer, assigns time 
slots among nodes. The links’ capacities are shared from the MAC layer to the network 
layer, which uses this information to make routing decisions that minimize congestion. 
Congestion control at the transport layer is optimized based on the traffic flow 
happening at the network layer. Packets categorization occurring in the application layer 
affects the resource allocation at all layers [14]. 
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Figure 6: Cross-layer design framework  (diagram taken from [67]) 
4.2 Proposals Involving Cross-Layer Design 
There are two basic ways of violating the layered architecture: 
 Creating new interfaces 
 Merging adjacent layers 
4.2.1 Creation of New Communication Interfaces 
To be able to implement the cross-layer design, new communication interfaces need to 
be created. These interfaces, also called service access points (SAPs), are used to 
share information between layers [14]. Depending on the direction of information flow, 
this category can be further divided into three subcategories: 
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 Upward information flow 
 Downward information flow 
 Back and Forth Information Flow 
4.2.1.1 Upward Information Flow  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Upward information flow 
Figure 7 shows the flow of information from a lower layer to an upper layer at run time. 
This new SAP from a lower layer to an upper layer results in the creation of upward 
information flow [14]. 
4.2.1.2 Downward Information Flow  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Downward information flow 
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Figure 8 shows the flow of information from a higher layer to a lower layer at run time. 
This new SAP from a higher layer to a lower layer results in the creation of a downward 
information flow [14]. 
4.2.1.3 Back and Forth Information Flow  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Back-and-forth information flow 
Here, as shown in Figure 9, the flow of data is going in two directions. During the run 
time of the network, both the upper and lower layers will be exchanging data that will 
result in each layer having a broader view of the network status [14]. 
4.2.2 Merging of Adjacent Layers 
Merging adjacent layers is another way of implementing the cross-layer design. Here, 
the services of two or more adjacent layers are merged to form a new layer called super 
layer. The super layer will have access to all the information the old layers had and 
performs the same services. This super layer will eliminate the need for sending 
information between layers [13]. 
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4.3 Proposals for Implementing Cross-Layer Interactions 
Depending on the cross-layer interaction, implementation can be divided into two 
categories: 
• Direct communication between layers 
• A shared database across layers 
4.3.1 Direct Communication between Layers 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Direct communication between the different layers 
As shown in Figure 10, in direct communication, the layers’ exchange information at run 
time in a direct way by making data available to each other. This exchange is done by 
passing the needed information along with the packet header, either as part of the 
header or as extra information attached to the packet [13]. 
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4.3.2 A Shared Database across Layers 
 
 
 
Figure 11: A shared database 
As shown in Figure 11, a shared database could be used to exchange information 
between layers instead of direct communications. The shared database acts as a new 
layer that provides storage services to all other layers. Although this approach elevates 
the extra packets design, it adds the overhead of managing the database [13]. 
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5 Network Layer 
5.1 Routing Challenges 
The nature of WSNs enforces different challenges than traditional wireless networks. 
This nature makes routing protocols designed for Ad-Hoc wireless networks not suitable 
for WSNs [6, 19]. 
5.1.1 Energy Consumption 
Energy consumption has been the major challenge for designing routing protocols. 
Although the goal of traditional routing protocols is to deliver data through the shortest 
route, in WSNs, saving energy overcomes the importance of the shortest path [20]. 
5.1.2 Scalability 
WSNs usually consist of a huge number of nodes. A large number of nodes makes it 
very expensive (resources wise) to store global network (like node ids) information at 
each node. Hence, fully distributed protocols, which operate on local information, need 
to be developed to enhance scalability [6, 20]. 
5.1.3 Addressing 
The huge number of sensor nodes in a network makes assigning unique addresses for 
each node a difficult task to achieve. While unique addressing could be used locally 
between neighboring nodes, address-based routing protocols are not practical due to 
the large surcharges that come with unique addresses for each node [20, 21]. 
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5.1.4 Robustness 
Nodes in a WSN operate as routers since all routing decisions are made autonomously 
on the node level. The preferred routing approach in WSN is multi-hop, which results in 
a number of nodes being involved in delivering data packets. A single node failure will 
cause information loss. Nodes in a WSN are usually manufactured by using low-cost 
components, which make nodes prone to failure. This makes robustness an important 
design feature. Routing protocols should try to prevent single-point failures [21]. 
5.1.5 Topology 
The deployment of WSN nodes is usually random. Consequently, individual nodes are 
unaware of their initial topology within the network. So routing protocols should provide 
topology-awareness such that the neighborhood of each node is discovered. Further 
network topology changes will occur during the lifetime of the network since nodes will 
be switching between ON and OFF modes to save energy. Power drainage and failure 
are other reasons for nodes leaving the network hence causing more topology changes 
[22]. 
5.1.6 Application Centric 
WSNs are usually built and deployed to serve a specific application. The application 
serves as an important factor in designing routing protocols. To show this point, we will 
explain the different behavior of routing protocols in the case of monitoring applications 
compared with event-based applications. 
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In monitoring applications, nodes send sensed data to the base station in a periodic 
manner. So an efficient delivery could be maintained by using static paths. 
In event-based applications, on the other hand, nodes stay in the sleep mode until an 
event occurs. When an event occurs routes, need to be established in an on-demand 
manner. So new routes are used with each event [6, 22] 
5.2 Routing Protocols’ Classification 
5.2.1 Data-centric and Flat-Architecture Protocols 
As mentioned earlier, the huge number of sensor nodes makes it very hard to assign 
IDs to nodes. Therefore, data-centric protocols treat all nodes equally, so the focus here 
is the data, not the nodes. 
Data here is identified by attributes; the requesting data is done by the attributes of the 
phenomenon. A significant advantage in data-centric protocols is that there is no need 
for topology management, which reduces the management overhead. Examples of 
data-centric protocols are Flooding, Gossiping, SPIN, and Directed Diffusion [7, 20]. 
5.2.2 Hierarchical Protocols 
In data-centric and flat-architecture protocols the majority of the information, generated 
by the sensors, has to go through nodes near the sink. As the nodes’ density increases, 
nodes close to the sink suffer from an increased load. As a result, nodes closer to the 
sink die faster than nodes in other parts of the network. Therefore, flat-architecture 
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protocols cause unbalanced energy consumption through the network and cause a 
disconnection in the network. 
The disadvantages of the flat-architecture protocols can be addressed by forming a 
hierarchical architecture, where the nodes form clusters and the local communication 
between cluster members are controlled by a cluster head. Sensor nodes form clusters 
where the cluster heads aggregate and fuse data to conserve energy. The cluster 
heads can also form another layer of clusters among themselves before reaching the 
sink. Examples of Hierarchical Protocols are LEACH, PEGASIS, TEEN, and APTEEN 
[20,23]. 
 
Figure 12: Hierarchical Protocols (diagram taken from [10, page 149]) 
 
5.2.3 Location Based Routing 
Some applications of WSNs need location information. These applications associate the 
sensor reading with locations of the wireless sensor nodes. WSN nodes can be fitted 
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with GPS devices to provide the needed location information. However, GPS is not 
feasible for all types of WSNs, so some localization algorithms are being used to 
determine the node location. 
In these cases, where the nodes’ locations are available, it is logical to use this 
information for routing as well. Location-based protocols take advantage of the location 
information of each node to provide economical routing [20,24]. 
5.2.4 QoS (Quality of Service) Based Protocols 
Many of the routing protocols explained above focus only on energy consumption in the 
network. Hence, route generation is performed to minimize energy consumption in the 
network. While energy consumption is one of the most important performance metrics in 
WSNs, it is not the only one. 
There are applications where other performance metrics are more important than 
energy. In multimedia applications for example throughput and delay are more 
important. In these cases, the special QoS requirements must be met [7]. 
5.3 Directed Diffusion 
Directed diffusion is another data-centric and data dissemination protocol. It is also 
application-aware in that data generated by sensor nodes is named by attribute-value 
pairs. The main idea of directed diffusion is that nodes request data by sending interests 
for named data. This interest dissemination sets up gradients within the network that are 
used to direct sensor data toward the recipient, and intermediate nodes along the data 
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paths can combine data from different sources to eliminate redundancy and reduce the 
number of transmissions [27,28]. 
Directed diffusion does not rely on globally valid node identifiers, but instead uses 
attribute-value pairs to describe a sensing task and to steer the routing process. For 
example, a description for a simple vehicle-tracking application could be: 
type = vehicle // detect vehicle location 
interval = 20 ms // send data every 20 ms 
duration = 10 s // perform task for 10 s 
rect = [-100,-100,200,200] // from sensors within rectangle 
That is, a task description expresses a node’s desire (or interest) to receive data 
matching the provided attributes. The data sent in response to such interests are also 
named in the same manner, which is, using attribute-value pairs [29]. 
 
 
Figure 13: Directed Diffusion (diagram taken from [27, page 3]) 
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Once an application has been described by using this naming approach, the interest 
must be diffused through the sensor network. This process is shown in Figure 13. A sink 
node periodically broadcasts an interest message to its neighbors, which continue to 
broadcast the message throughout the network. Each node establishes a gradient 
toward the sink node, where a gradient is a reply link toward the neighbor from which 
the interest was received. As a consequence, using interests and gradients, paths 
between event sources and sinks can be established. Once a source begins to transmit 
data, it can use multiple paths for transmission toward the sink. The sink can then 
reinforce one particular neighbor based on some data-driven local rule. For example, a 
sink could reinforce a neighbor from which the sink has received a previously unseen 
event. Toward this end, the sink resends the original interest message to the neighbor, 
which in turn reinforces one or more of its neighbors based on its own local rule.  
Directed diffusion differs from SPIN in that queries (interests) are issued on demand by 
the sinks and not advertised by the sources as in SPIN. Based on the process of 
establishing gradients, all communication is neighbor-to-neighbor, removing the need 
for addressing schemes and allowing each node to perform aggregation and caching of 
sensor data, both of which can contribute to reducing energy consumption. Finally, 
directed diffusion is a query-based protocol, which may not be a good choice for certain 
sensor network applications (for example environmental monitoring applications), 
particularly where continuous data transmission is required [28]. 
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5.4 Directed diffusion improvements 
Several attempts have been made to improve directed diffusion after it had been initially 
developed. In this section, we do not claim a full review of directed diffusion 
improvements or modification but use a few examples to show the major trends in these 
modifications. 
5.4.1 Improving the Energy Efficiency of Directed Diffusion Using Passive 
Clustering 
Directed diffusion distributes interests by performing network-wide broadcasts. 
Consequently, the overall performance of the protocol can be strongly improved by the 
efficiency of this elementary operation. 
Performing network-wide broadcasts is done using the simple flooding algorithm where 
every node in the network forwards each new message to all of its neighbors. This 
algorithm is quite inefficient in wireless networks because it leads to a large number of 
unnecessary rebroadcasts between the neighboring nodes in the immediate area. 
In this paper [30] the authors investigate the feasibility of this combination: executing 
directed diffusion on top of a sensor network with a topology constructed by passive 
clustering. 
Clustering decreases the flooding cost by restricting the re-forwarding of the messages 
within the same cluster. Each node will only forward messages to the cluster head. For 
the approach to effective, the cost of forming and maintaining the clustered structure 
has to be lower than the energy savings from flooding messages 
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Figure 14: Establishing the clustered diffusion structure (diagram taken from [30, page 176]) 
 
In this algorithm, the construction of clusters is dynamic and is initiated by the first data 
message to be flooded. The advantage of this method over the traditional methods of 
clustering is avoiding long initial set-up periods. 
5.4.2 The Study of Directed Diffusion Routing Protocol Based on Clustering for 
Wireless Sensor Network 
Again, in this paper [31] the authors are seeking to improve directed diffusion by 
suppressing the energy waste caused by flooding interests. Based on the study of 
clustering mechanisms and algorithms, the authors are proposing a new directed 
diffusion routing protocol named DDBC (Directed Diffusion Based on Clustering). 
To minimize the clustering overhead, DDBC adopts the passive clustering approach, 
the selection of cluster head takes a strategy named “first declaration wins”. 
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In the “first declaration wins” mechanism, the first node to declare itself head will be the 
head of the cluster it is within. 
The mechanism the cluster head node is selected makes trade-offs between the 
network robust and the energy-efficiency. 
 
Figure 15: Establishing Clusters in DDBC (diagram taken from [31, page 5123]) 
Creating and maintaining routes in DDBC is achieved by adding some information about 
the cluster to the original packet structure. 
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5.4.3 An Energy-Efficient Diagonal-Based Directed Diffusion for Wireless Sensor 
Networks 
Here [32] the authors are presenting a modified directed diffusion protocol by using a 
diagonal-based hexagonal-mesh scheme for a wireless sensor network. This algorithm 
is based on a fixed topology, namely the hexagonal-mesh. This choice was made based 
on the assumption that nodes have low-mobility in the network. As a result, this 
algorithm is not suitable for networks with mobile nodes. 
To be able to build the hexagonal-mesh, sensor nodes must have a fully-functional 
Global Position System (GPS) receiver, to logically determine the coordinate position. 
 
Figure 16: Example of a hexagonal mesh and diagonal paths (diagram taken from [32, page 2]) 
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Diagonal paths are identified so that each sensor can directly connect to backbone 
path. 
To avoid draining nodes on backbone paths, a periodic backbone-path-exchange 
scheme is presented for handling the per-node fairness problem. 
 
5.4.4 A Secure and Energy-efficient Data Aggregation Protocol based on 
Directed Diffusion 
Since flooding interests is one of the highest sources of energy waste, the authors in 
[33] are tackling this problem by introducing grid-based directed diffusion (GDD). Grids 
are constructed by self-organization of nodes using location information. 
 
Figure 17: Grid-based Directed Diffusion (diagram taken from [33, page 2]) 
 
In GDD, the network area is first divided into fixed grids. In each grid, one grid head 
node is selected to transmit interest and sensing data. Broadcast overheads are 
reduced because the nodes receive interests and send data only through the grid head. 
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When the current grid head’s battery power level falls below a predetermined threshold 
or serves for a predetermined period, it broadcasts a new election message within the 
grid. All the nodes then vote for a new grid head by using the ballot. This is done by 
replying to the new election message with its choice of candidate. The top pick from the 
trust table of its neighbors is selected as the grid’s candidate. 
5.4.5 LDDP: A Location-based Directed Diffusion Routing Protocol for Smart 
Home Sensor Network 
In this paper [34], the authors are using the nodes’ locations to propose a location-
based directed diffusion routing protocol for smart home sensor network (LDDP). 
The node’s locations are exploited to partition the network based on rooms. This 
partitioning should result in fewer messages being forwarded since flooding to all the 
networks will be avoided. 
 
 
Figure 18: Directed diffusion routing process (diagram taken from [34, page 511]) 
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LDDP divides the whole smart home sensor network into non-overlapping regions 
depending on the room where the sensor nodes are located. When a triggered event 
occurrs, the interest is diffused according to the room number. LDDP only allows nodes 
with the same room set to forward and receive interest mutually. 
In directed diffusion, the optimal path is established hop-by-hop during the detecting 
process. While in LDDP, the sink node sends interest according to the room order. 
Sensing events are often associated with the room location and range.  
5.4.6 EADD: Energy Aware Directed Diffusion for Wireless Sensor Networks 
Directed diffusion prefers the fastest paths without taking into consideration the nodes’ 
energy level. This decision mechanism will result in draining the nodes on the fastest 
path more quickly. It causes an unbalanced life cycle of the nodes. Consequently, we 
need to consider the available energy of the sensor nodes 
In this paper [35], the authors propose EADD: Energy Aware Directed Diffusion for 
Wireless Sensor Networks. This algorithm makes forwarding decisions based on each 
node’s available energy. 
EADD gives preference to nodes with a higher energy level by assigning them a shorter 
response time compared with nodes with a lower energy level that will end up by 
choosing nodes with a higher energy level 
If the nodes’ energy distribution is as shown in Figure 20, to distinguish a more efficient 
path among the gradients is clear. The first path (S-80-60-D) Set Up delay time is 
shorter than that of the others. 
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Figure 19: Status of nodes (diagram taken from [35, page 781]) 
 
5.4.7  Energy-Aware Adaptive Directed Diffusion Algorithm of Wireless Sensor 
Networks 
EAADD (Energy-Aware Adaptive Directed Diffusion) improves on the work done in [35] 
by considering the nodes’ drainage history. This is done by bearing in mind the 
correlations of the nodes’ available energy between adjacent rounds; then they use an 
adaptive algorithm to choose the next hop node that is more durable [36]. 
Since a certain node could forwards more packages than other nodes in the same 
round, first, the algorithm considers the correlations of the available nodes’ energy 
between adjacent rounds; then an adaptive algorithm is used to choose the next hop 
node that is more durable.  
This way could avoid the unbalanced energy consumption problem and save the energy 
of the nodes efficiently and prolong the network’s lifetime. 
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5.4.8 Design of Gradient and Node Remaining Energy Constrained Directed 
Diffusion Routing for WSN 
In this paper [37], the authors propose an energy-efficient routing algorithm for wireless 
sensor networks called Gradient and Node Remaining Energy Constrained Directed 
Diffusion Routing (GRE-DD) 
In GRE-DD, they save energy consumption by setting a gradient diffusion depth (GDD), 
so the interests’ propagation stops when GDD is reached. 
GRE-DD helps to reduce the interest retransmission times at the interest propagation 
stage by setting a maximum value on the gradient diffusion depth, which will lead to less 
transmitted data. 
At the same time, only nodes with an energy level higher than a set minimum are 
chosen as a gradient in the gradient setup phase. 
GRE-DD help to increase the load balance and the average network lifetime by 
selecting nodes with a minimum remaining energy level. Using this threshold will 
increase the probability of selecting nodes with higher energy levels to do the 
transmission. 
5.4.9 Analyzing Previous Work Done to Improve Directed Diffusion  
In [30 - 32] all of these attempts focus on topology change to increase scalability and 
minimize the cost of flooding the interests. These approaches add topology 
management overhead and takes away the simplicity of directed diffusion. 
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In [33] and [34] the nodes’ locations are being introduced to directed diffusion to 
partition the sensed area or to build geographic grids. The nodes’ locations are being 
used to minimize interest flooding, direct path enforcing, and reduce redundant data 
transmission. 
As in [30 - 32] the work done in [33] and [34] takes directed diffusion to another topology 
paradigm, which is location-based routing. Location-based routing comes with its own 
overhead; special devices or algorithms are used determine the node’s location. 
In [35] an Energy Aware Directed Diffusion Protocol (EADD) was proposed. It gives 
preference to nodes with a higher energy level by assigning them a shorter response 
time compared with nodes with a lower energy level that will end up by choosing nodes 
with a higher energy level. 
In [36] EAADD (Energy-Aware Adaptive Directed Diffusion) improves on the work done 
in [35] by considering the nodes’ drainage history. This is done by bearing in mind the 
correlations of the nodes’ available energy between adjacent rounds; then they use an 
adaptive algorithm to choose the next hop node which is more durable. 
In [37] they save energy consumption by setting a gradient diffusion depth (GRE-DD), 
so the interests’ propagation stops when GRE-DD is reached to avoid total interest 
flooding. At the same time, only nodes with an energy level higher than a set minimum 
are chosen as a gradient in the gradient setup phase. 
As can be seen in [35 - 37] the routing decisions are based on local knowledge. 
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6 Solar Energy 
In this chapter, we present a short introduction on solar energy and its use in charging 
smaller devices like WSN nodes. Since WSN could be deployed in hard to reach 
environments, solar energy is a promising option to prolong WSN life span. 
Understanding the mechanism of solar cells and their rechargeable cycles could be an 
important factor in improving routing decisions. A photovoltaic cell is a solar device that 
converts light into electrical energy through the photovoltaic reaction as shown in Figure 
20. Most solar cells are made from silicon with high efficiency and low cost. 
The most prominent advantages of solar cells that they do not require chemical 
reactions like batteries, nor they need mechanical parts like generators [40]. 
 
Figure 20: Solar Energy (diagram taken from [68]) 
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As can be seen in Figure 21, manufacturing small devices in the size of sensor nodes 
became reality. A example of that reality is cell phones [41]. Additionally, the latest 
advances in solar cell technology allow a charging efficiency of 70%. As mentioned in 
the “Photonics Spectra” magazine in the May 2012 issue: “With a slightly more complex 
solar cell, it becomes possible to convert all colors of the light from the sun to electricity, 
and an efficiency of up to 70 percent is achievable” [42]. 
 
Figure 21: Portable Device Powered by Solar Energy (diagram taken from [69]) 
6.1 Power Harvesting 
Due to the out-of-reach nature of wireless sensor networks, it is necessary to use 
batteries. However, the problem with using batteries is that they require regular 
replacement at usually hard to access places [43]. 
An emerging alternative is power harvesting. Power harvesting, also known as energy 
harvesting, is the process of capturing energy from natural resources [43]. The main 
disadvantage of power harvesting is the small energy it provides, but it WSNs this is not 
a problem considering the hardware capabilities of WSN nodes which result in low 
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power demand. The sources for power harvesting are many, which include solar, 
thermal, wind, and many others [43]. 
Considering the small size of WSN nodes, solar power is the optimal option. In the 
following section, we will focus on solar power harvesting. 
In [44] the authors are providing an analysis of photovoltaic (PV) harvesting system for 
indoor low-power applications, which can be extended to the outdoor application as the 
case in WSNs. 
Figure 22 show the main components of an energy harvesting system using a PV cell. 
 
Figure 22: Configuration of the indoor energy harvesting system (diagram taken from [44, page 3]) 
In [44] the authors analyzed the system behavior under different loads with different 
illumination levels using various energy options. As a result, using a system with PV 
cells and the rechargeable battery is a good option to be used with low-power devices 
like WSN nodes. 
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7 Quality of Service (QoS) 
QoS is the overall performance experienced by users when using a networking system. 
To be able to measure the quality of service, several characteristics are usually 
measured, such as error rates, bit rate, throughput, delay, availability, and more [45]. 
QoS can be categorized into two main architectures, integrated services, and 
differentiated services. Figure 24 gives an overall view of the difference between 
integrated services and differentiated services [45]. 
 
 
Figure 23: Integrated services Vs. Differentiated services (diagram taken from [70]) 
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7.1 Integrated services 
Integrated services or IntServ is a fine-grained QoS system, where elements are 
reserved all through the service path to guarantee QoS on the network. 
Before a request is served all the routers between the sender and the receiver must 
decide if they can fulfill the requirements needed for the request. If they cannot, then the 
request is rejected. 
If the reservation goes through, then all the request resources are dedicated to serving 
this request [45]. 
7.2 Differentiated services 
Differentiated services or DiffServ is a coarse-grained QoS system. DiffServ provides 
QoS by classifying network traffic and providing different service according to the traffic 
class. 
Modern networks carry different classes of data, including voice, video, and text. Each 
class has its own QoS needs.  
DiffServ classifies packets and then routers on the path from the sender to the receiver 
to implement a per-hop behavior that manages each traffic class differently preferring 
higher-priority packets [45]. 
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7.3 QoS in Wireless Sensor Networks 
Besides resource limitations in WSN nodes, WSNs are usually deployed in unattended 
and harsh environments implementing crucial applications. These factors emphasize 
the importance of QoS in WSNs [46]. 
Considering the nature of WSNs, the IntServ approach is not applicable to WSNs. WSN 
nodes do not have sufficient resources to establish end-to-end connections and 
manage the information needed for these connections. 
Although the QoS requirements differ in WSNs according to the network application,  
WSN nodes work collectively to achieve the application goals that make the DiffServ a 
better option to use with WSNs [46]. 
The most important points to be considered when designing a QoS system for WSNs 
are as follows: 
 QoS must be integrated into all the network layers 
 QoS parameters must be decided based on the WSN application 
 Resources constraints must be considered 
7.3.1 QoS at the Network Layer 
QoS in WSNs at the network layer encompasses end-to-end reliability, which is an 
important requirement in WSN applications. Designing an efficient routing protocol, 
which uses resources efficiently, is very crucial to empowering QoS in the network. 
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Implementing QoS at the network layer level without the help from other layers will 
result in a weak design. Solutions must be cross-layer optimized [45, 46]. 
One aspect that network layer can improve on QoS is by minimizing the number of 
control messages sent [46]. 
Routing protocols that ensure shorter paths can increase QoS in the network. As shown 
in [47] each node increase on the path between the source and the destination 
increases the average packet loss ratio by approximately 5-10 %. 
Network layers can increase reliability, which is an important QoS aspect, by enforcing 
multipath routing. WSNs usually have high node density, so the possibility of having 
more than one path between the source and the destination is high. According to [48 - 
50] the delivery ration on a 14-hop path can be increased from 50% to 75% if there is a 
second disjoint path. 
RAP [51], and SPEED [52] all use geographic forwarding (GF), in which nodes forward 
packets to their one-hop neighbor that is closer to the sink. This will ensure faster 
delivery and shorter paths. Multipath Multi-SPEED (MMSPEED) [48] also uses GF but 
adds the feature of multipath. 
JiTS (Just-in-Time Scheduling) [53] is a network layer protocol for soft real-time packet 
delivery. JiTS orders packets in a forwarding queue based on their transmission time. 
Transmission time is calculated by multiplying the average one-hop delay by the 
number of hops. When a packet’s transmission time is reached, it is dequeued from the 
queue head. 
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8 Proposed Protocol 
 
This section is dedicated to describing the design of our proposed WSN routing 
protocol. 
8.1 General Design 
Our proposed WSN routing protocol can be classified as Data-Centric and is based on 
the famous Directed Diffusion WSN routing protocol. 
Directed Diffusion is a well-known WSN routing protocol that uses on-demand queries 
(interests) to request data from nodes. As on-demand query protocol, Directed Diffusion 
does not need to keep global addresses or global network topology, which makes it a 
scalable protocol.  
Directed Diffusion is an energy efficient protocol, and it achieves that by: 
i. Using attribute-based naming to query data by flooding these queries in the 
network; this saves energy since the attribute-based naming queries are 
much smaller than the data itself 
ii. Using gradients to direct data back to the sink instead of flooding the data in 
the network to reach the sink 
However, Directed Diffusion has some drawbacks: 
i. It does not take into its consideration the energy level of the nodes when 
enforcing a certain path. 
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ii. It does not implement smart decision techniques that will compare between 
available paths and choose the best.  
iii. It does not provide any QoS features. 
iv. It does not avoid critical nodes (nodes with a very low level of energy) 
v. It does not distinguish between traffic types. Some data packets could be a 
higher priority than others. 
vi. Routing decisions are based on local information only. 
These are some of the drawbacks that we will be trying to address in our protocol. 
8.2 Similarities to Directed Diffusion 
1. Both are data-centric protocols. 
2. Both are query-based protocols, using flooding to send out queries. 
3. Both use attribute-based naming. 
4. Both use interests to query data and gradients to send them back to the source. 
8.3 Differences from Directed Diffusion 
1. Handling rechargeable nodes. 
2. Considering the energy level of nodes when deciding return paths. 
3. Collecting information about the status of available path then using smart 
decision techniques to help choose the best-enforced path(s). 
4. Considering critical nodes 
5. Implementing cross-layer optimization. 
6. Classifying traffic by assigning a priority flag for more important data. 
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A major design change that was added to directed diffusion is of a whole new stage 
called the information collection stage. This stage collects the needed data about the 
available paths to compare them and choose the best among them. 
In our case, we collect Hop Count, Total Energy, and Lowest Energy. However, these 
parameters could be different. The designer of the application can decide what data are 
needed and collect them through this stage. This choice opens the possibilities to a 
wide range of implementations. 
In WSNs, routing is based on local information among neighboring nodes. Routing 
decisions are made locally; each node will select the next hop without any clue about 
the other nodes on the path. Although a full knowledge about the network yields better 
routing, that is not feasible in WSNs due to memory limitation, and due to the high traffic 
needed to collect data about all the nodes in the network [11]. 
In our work, we take a middle way between full network knowledge (holistic) and local 
knowledge. Aware diffusion purses a semi-holistic approach. Instead of collecting data 
about the whole network we only collect the needed data about the potential paths 
between the source (sensing node) and the destination (sink node). This means at the 
moment of choosing the next hop the node will have information about the potential 
paths leading from the node making the routing decision to the destination. 
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8.4 Detailed Design 
In this section, we will describe the packets structure used in the proposed protocol. 
Mainly they are the query packet and the data packet besides other types of packets. 
Also, we will describe the details of route discovery and enforcement. 
8.4.1 Packets Structure 
In this protocol, we have four types of packets, the query packet that is flooded through 
the network holding the attributes of the requested data, the data packet, which is the 
nodes’ reply to the query packet holding the data back to the sink, and the enforcing 
packet that is used to enforce the chosen path.  
8.4.1.1 Query Packet (interest) 
 
Interest ID Source ID Destination ID Time to Live 
Requested Data 
Attributes 
Type 
Figure 24: Query Packet 
Interest ID: Each interest generated by the base station has a unique ID 
Source ID: The local ID of the sending node 
Destination ID: The local ID of the receiving node 
Time to Live: Time in seconds which determines the life span of an interest 
Requested Data Attributes: using the application attribute-based naming scheme to 
describe the requested data 
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Type: Specifies data type; 0: normal, 1: critical, 2: urgent 
8.4.1.2 Query Response Packet 
Interest ID Source ID Destination ID Hop Count Total Energy Lowest Energy 
Figure 25: Query Response Packet 
Interest ID: Each interest generated by the base station has a unique ID 
Source ID: The local ID of the sending node 
Destination ID: The local ID of the receiving node 
Hop Count: The total number of nodes on the path so far 
Total Energy: The total of accumulated energy level of all the nodes on the path 
Lowest Energy: The energy level of the node with the lowest energy level on the path 
8.4.1.3 Data Packet 
Interest ID Source ID Destination ID Data 
Figure 26: Data Packet 
Interest ID: Each interest generated by the base station has a unique ID 
Source ID: The local ID of the sending node 
Destination ID: The local ID of the receiving node 
Data: The data being sent back to the source 
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8.4.1.4 Enforcing Packet 
Interest ID Source ID Destination ID 
Figure 27: Enforcing Packet 
Interest ID: Each interest generated by the base station has a unique ID 
Source ID: The local ID of the sending node 
Destination ID: The local ID of the receiving node 
8.4.2 Interests 
An interest message is a query that determines what the operator wants. An interest 
contains a description of the task needed. Any task should be supported by the WSN. 
Typically, these tasks are collecting data about a physical phenomenon happening in 
the environment. 
Interests are classified into the following categories: 
 Normal data 
 Critical data 
 Urgent data  
If critical data is being requested, then more than one path can be reinforced to ensure 
delivery. In the case of urgent data, packets holding urgent data will go through urgent 
data queue, which has a higher priority than critical or normal packets queues.  
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8.4.3 Naming Scheme 
As in directed diffusion, task descriptions are named by a list of attribute-value pairs that 
describe a task. In general, each attribute has a value range associated with it. So the 
first step in designing the protocol is choosing a naming scheme for the tasks supported 
by the sensor network. 
The attributes and their values are application dependent. So according to the 
application being run at the application layer, the network will be supporting different 
tasks with different attributes and values. However, in general, since our protocol is 
query-based protocol, applications will be requesting certain data. To distinguish 
different data types, there should be an attribute called type. Another common attribute 
is time to live. This attribute will be used to know when an interest expires.  
8.4.4 Proposal Flow Chart 
Figure 29 shows the process step by step. In the following section, we will explain each 
step in detail.  
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Start
Sink will generate query packet and send 
packet to all neighbors
If node receives 
query packet 
Add query to table & set 
gradient toward source node
Activate sensors
If matching data 
is sensed 
Generate query repose packet 
For each gradient associated 
with query send query 
response packet
If query 
response packet 
received
 Increment Hop Count
 Add energy level to total 
energy
 Check for minimum 
energy
For each gradient associated 
with query forward updated 
query response packet
If Sink receives 
query response 
packet
Find best path
Send enforcing packet to 
neighbor on best path
End
Calculate promising factor
 
Figure 28: Proposed Protocol Flow Chart 
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8.4.5 Interests Propagation 
Interests are flooded through the sensor network. For each active task, the sink will 
broadcast an interest message to all its neighbors. Each node that receives the interest 
message will also broadcast it to all its neighbors.  
Every node maintains an interest cache. Each item in the cache corresponds to a 
distinct interest. Two interests are distinguished by the ID field. 
Interest entries in the cache do not contain information about the sink, but just about the 
immediately previous hop. Also, identical interests are aggregated into a single entry.  
When a node receives an interest, it checks to see if the interest exists in the cache. If 
no matching entry exists the node creates an interest entry. This entry has a single 
gradient (a gradient specifies a direction in which to send events) toward the neighbor 
from which the interest was received. If an interest entry does exists, but no gradient for 
the sender of the interest, the node adds a gradient with the specified value.  Finally, if 
both an entry and a gradient do exist, the node simply updates the attribute fields if they 
are different.  
When an interest entry has expired, the interest entry is removed from the interests’ 
cache. 
Not all received interests are resent. A node may suppress a received interest if it 
recently resent a matching interest. 
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Interest ID Time to live List of 
Gradients 
List of Enforced 
Neighbors 
Query Response 
Packet 
Priority 
. . . . .  
. . . . .  
. . . . .  
Table 1: Interests Table at Each Node 
Figure 29 shows the pseudo code for the interests’ propagation stage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29: Interests Propagation Stage Algorithm 
 
8.4.6 Data Collection Stage 
This stage is a major addition to directed diffusion. In this stage, all the needed data to 
compare between paths are collected. 
Proposed Protocol – Interest Propagation Stage 
 
Base station generates a query packet according to user request 
Base station transmits query packet to all neighboring nodes 
if node receives a query: 
if query is not a duplicate : 
add query to table 
set a gradient toward source node 
activate sensors 
forward query packet to neighboring nodes 
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When a node has at least one active interest, the node will switch on its sensors and 
start sensing for the requested data. If the sensing node senses data that matches the 
requested data by the interest, it will generate a Query Response Packet and send a 
copy of it to all the gradients associated with the interest. 
Forwarding nodes, on the other hand, could receive the same Query Response Packet 
from multiple neighbors, but it will only forward one of them. 
Each Query Response Packet received by the base station will hold an information 
summary (Hop Count, Total Energy, and Lowest Energy) about the path it took. Based 
on that information the base station will choose the best path according to the criteria 
determined by the application designer. 
Figure 30 shows the pseudo code for the data collection stage. 
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Figure 30: Data Collection Stage Algorithm 
 
 
Proposed Protocol – Data Collection Stage 
 
if node senses data matching any active query: 
 if no enforced neighbor is available for this query: 
  generate Query Response Packet 
  for each gradient associated with query:  
   send Query Response Packet 
 else: 
  generate Data Packet 
  send Data Packet to enforced neighboring node 
 
if nodes receives Query Response Packet: 
 Increment Hop Count field 
 add energy level to total energy level field 
 if node’s energy level if less than Lowest Energy field: 
  set Lowest Energy field to node’s energy level 
 for each gradient associated with query:  
  forward updated Query Response Packet 
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8.4.7 Reinforcing Paths 
When the base station starts receiving Query Response Packets in the reply to an 
interest that was propagated earlier, it will receive the packets through multiple paths 
because the source node will send the Query Response Packet to all the nodes from 
which it received the interest propagation packet.  
Using the information summary contained in the Query Response Packet, the base 
station can choose the best path(s) and reinforce the chosen path by using enforcing 
packets. The number of reinforced paths is decided based on the importance of the 
data being requested. 
 
Figure 31: Enforcing Paths (a) Gradient establishment (b) Sending Enforcing Packets (diagram taken from 
[27, page 3]) 
After deciding the best path(s), the base station will send an enforcing packet to the 
neighboring node(s) that forwarded the Query Response Packet containing the best 
path(s) information. In turn, each forwarding node on the path of the enforcing packet 
will forward the enforcing packet to the node from which received the Query Response 
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Packet. The forwarding node will know to which node to forward the enforcing packet  
from the interests table (table 1) because, as shown in Table 1, each node will cache 
the Query Response Packet forwarded in response to the interest currently being 
worked on. Moreover, the cached Query Response Packet contains the source node ID 
as shown in Figure 26. 
Figure 32 shows the pseudo code for the reinforcing paths stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32: Reinforcing Paths Stage Algorithm 
Proposed Protocol – Reinforcing Paths Stage 
 
if base station receives Query Response Packets: 
 calculate promising factor for all available paths using the following equation 
  PF s→d=((TE)* (LE))/((HC)) 
 find path with the highest promising factor 
 send an Enforcing Packet to neighboring node  
 
if node on path receives an Enforcing Packet: 
 set the gradient pointing to sending node as enforced neighbor 
 calculate promising factor for all available paths using the following equation 
  PF s→d=((TE)* (LE))/((HC)) 
 find path with the highest promising factor 
 send an Enforcing Packet to neighboring node  
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8.4.8 Data Propagation 
After the reinforcing phase is completed, the source nodes know which neighboring 
nodes to use to forward the data packets. 
Every time the source nodes sense a matching data to interest requested data they will 
generate a data packet and forward the data packet towards the base station using the 
enforced nodes listed in Table 1. 
Every node along the path will do the same thing and forward the data packet through 
the list of enforced nodes until the data packet reaches the base station. 
Each node will have three buffers: one for normal data, another for critical data, and the 
last one for urgent data. 
This process will continue until the time in the to-live field associated with the interest 
becomes zero. Then this interest will be removed from the table of interests in the 
source node, and no more data packets will be generated in response to this interest.  
Figure 33 shows the pseudo code for the data propagation stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33: Data Propagation Algorithm 
Proposed Protocol – Data Propagation  
 
if node receives a Data Packet: 
 forward Data Packet to enforced neighboring node associated with this query 
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8.4.9 Quality of Service (OoS) Aspects 
Our algorithm can provide a certain number of QoS aspects: 
 Reliability: by reinforcing more than one path and by preferring healthier nodes 
the reliability can be increased. 
 Differential Services: by classifying data packets into critical, urgent, and normal 
and dedicating different resources to each class, urgent packets can be delivered 
faster. 
 Speed: by preferring shorter paths over longer ones the speed can be increased 
8.4.10 Cross-layer implementation 
As described in the Cross-Layer design section, the dynamic nature of wireless sensor 
networks motivates the violation of the layered architecture.  
In our design we violated the layered architecture by creating new communication 
interfaces between layers in two ways: 
1. Upward information flow: Here energy levels from the physical layer were 
communicated to the routing layer to help in making routing decisions. 
2. Downward information flow: Here the data classes (normal, critical, and 
urgent) were communicated from the application layer to the routing layer to help 
in making routing decisions. 
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8.4.11  Choosing the Best Path 
Based on the fact that transmission is the main source of energy depletion in WSNs, in 
our work, we decided to use non-incremental learning to avoid the continuous data 
collection required in incremental learning. The continuous data collection will result in 
more data collection packets being sent on a regular basis, and as a result, more 
energy consumption that outweighs the benefit of improving the learned concept [24]. 
In our work, the learning data are collected every time a new query is initiated, and the 
same learning data are used for the duration of the query lifetime. 
Choosing the best path from source (s) to destination (d) is done by calculating the cost 
function for each path using the following formula: 
Cost function: 
PF s → d =
(TE) ∗  (LE)
(HC)
 
Equation 1: Cost function 
Where: 
TE: Path Total Energy Ratio 
LE: Path Lowest Energy Level Ratio 
HC: Path Hop Count Ratio  
The components of equation 1 are described in the following sections: 
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8.4.11.1 Path Total Energy Ratio 
TE for path s → d =  
𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠 → 𝑑 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
∑ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 𝑠→𝑑
∗ 100 
Equation 2: Path Total Energy Ratio 
Where: 
𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠 → 𝑑 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠→𝑑
 
Equation 3: Total Energy for Path s  d 
8.4.11.2 Path Lowest Energy Level Ratio 
LE for Path s → d =  
𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠 → 𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
∑ 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 𝑠→𝑑
∗ 100 
Equation 4: Path Lowest Energy Ratio 
Where: 
𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠 → 𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =  min 
𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠→𝑑
(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙) 
Equation 5: Lowest Energy Level for Path s  d 
8.4.11.3 Path Hop Count Ratio 
 
HC for Path s → d =  
𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑠 → 𝑑 𝐻𝑜𝑝 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
∑ 𝐻𝑜𝑝 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 𝑠→𝑑
∗ 100 
Equation 6: Path Hop Count Ratio 
Where Hop Count is the number of nodes on path s  d  
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8.4.12 Examples 
In this section, we will demonstrate three examples that show how the best path, 
according to our criteria, is chosen in three different scenarios. 
In all the examples the source node is assumed to be node A and the sink is Node F. 
8.4.12.1 Example 1: Prefer Shortest Path    
In this example, the energy levels of all the nodes are close to each other so preference 
will be given to the shortest path available. 
Node A
Node B
Node C Node D
Node F
 
Figure 34: Sample Network 1 
In Table 2 we will show the values of the collected data (total energy, lowest energy, 
and hop count) that was collected by the Query Response Packet about the four 
possible paths. 
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Path Total Energy Lowest Energy Hop Count 
ABF 23 11 2 
ABCDF 45 11 4 
ACDF 34 10 3 
ACBF 33 10 3 
Sum 135 42 12 
Table 2: Data Collected For Sample Example 1 
In Table 3 we show the calculations for Total Energy Ratio, Lowest Energy Level Ratio, 
and Hop Count Ratio for each path using equations 2, 4, and 6 and at the end the cost 
function for each path using equation 1. 
Path Total Energy 
Ratio 
Lowest Energy 
Ratio 
Hop Count 
Ratio 
Cost function 
ABF (23/135)% = 17.03 (11/42)% = 26.19 (2/12)% =16.66 170.3 x 26.19 / 16.66 = 26.77 
ABCDF (45/135)% = 33.33  (11/42)% = 26.19 (4/12)% =33.33 33.33 x 26.19 / 33.33 = 26.19 
ACDF (34/135)% = 25.18 (10/42)% = 23.80 (3/12)% = 25 25.18 x 23.80 / 25 = 23.97 
ACBF (33/135)% = 24.44 (10/42)%  = 23.80 (3/12)% = 25 24.44 x 23.80 / 25 = 23.26 
Table 3: Cost Function Values for Sample Example 1 
According to the cost function values that were shown in Table 3, path ABF is the 
chosen one because it is the shortest path. 
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8.4.12.2 Example 2: Prefer Higher Energy    
In this example, the energy levels of all the nodes are not close to each other where 
node C has a high level of energy compared with the rest of the nodes so preference 
will be given to paths containing node C, but since node C is part of multiple paths, the 
shortest among them will be chosen. 
Node A
Node B
Node C Node D
Node F
 
Figure 35: Sample Network 2 
In Table 4 we will show the values of the collected data (Total energy, Lowest Energy, 
and Hop Count) that was collected by the Query Response Packet about the four 
possible paths. 
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Path Total Energy Lowest Energy Hop Count 
ABF 23 11 2 
ABCDF 50 11 4 
ACDF 39 12 3 
ACBF 38 11 3 
Sum 150 45 12 
Table 4: Data Collected For Sample Example 2 
In Table 5 we show the Total Energy Ratio, Lowest Energy Level Ratio, and Hop Count 
Ratio for each path using equations 2, 4, and 6 and at the end the cost function for each 
path using equation 1. 
Path Total Energy 
Ratio 
Lowest Energy 
Ratio 
Hop Count 
Ratio 
Cost function 
ABF (23/150)% = 15.33 (11/45)% = 24.44 (2/12)% =16.66 15.33 x 24.44 / 16.66 = 22.48 
ABCDF (50/150)% = 33.33  (11/45)% = 24.44 (4/12)% =33.33 33.33 x 24.44 / 33.33 = 24.44 
ACDF (39/150)% = 26 (12/45)% = 26.66 (3/12)% = 25 26 x 26.66 / 25 = 27.72 
ACBF (38/150)% = 25.33 (11/45)%  = 24.44 (3/12)% = 25 25.33 x 24.44 / 25 = 24.76 
Table 5: Cost Function Values for Sample Example 2 
According to the calculated cost function values that were shown in Table 5, path ACDF 
is the chosen one because it contains node C and shorter than other paths containing 
node C. 
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8.4.12.3 Example 3: Avoid Critical Nodes  
In this example, the energy levels of all the nodes are not close to each other where 
node D has a very low level of energy compared with the rest of the nodes (so it is a 
critical node) so preference will be given to paths not containing node D. 
Node A
Node B
Node C Node D
Node F
 
Figure 36: Sample Network 3 
 
In Table 6 we will show the values of the collected data (Total energy, Lowest Energy, 
and Hop Count) that was collected by the Query Response Packet about the four 
possible paths. 
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Path Total Energy Lowest Energy Hop Count 
ABF 23 11 2 
ABCDF 42 4 4 
ACDF 31 4 3 
ACBF 38 11 3 
Sum 134 30 12 
Table 6: Data Collected For Sample Example 3 
In Table 7 we display the calculated Total Energy Ratio, Lowest Energy Level Ratio, 
and Hop Count Ratio for each path using equations 2, 4, and 6 and at the end the cost 
function for each path using equation 1. 
Path Total Energy 
Ratio 
Lowest Energy 
Ratio 
Hop Count 
Ratio 
Cost function 
ABF (23/134)% = 17.16 (11/30)% = 36.66 (2/12)% =16.66 17.16 x 36.66 / 16.66 = 37.76 
ABCDF (42/134)% = 31.34  (4/30)% = 13.33 (4/12)% =33.33 31.34 x 13.33 / 33.33 = 12.53 
ACDF (31/134)% = 23.13 (4/30)% = 13.33 (3/12)% = 25 23.13 x 13.33 / 25 = 12.33 
ACBF (38/134)% = 27.53 (11/30)%  = 36.66 (3/12)% = 25 27.53 x 36.66 / 25 = 40.36 
Table 7: Cost Function Values for Sample Example 3 
According to the calculated cost function values that were shown in Table 7, path ACBF 
is the chosen one because it does not contain node D and has higher energy levels 
than other paths not containing node D. 
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8.5 Power Modeling: 
The power consumption in WSN is mainly caused by the transmission part. The 
transmission power consumption is much higher than the computation power 
consumption. As an illustration, consider this comparison: The energy needed to 
transmit 1 KB over a 100m distance is approximately equivalent to the energy 
necessary to carry out 3 million instructions at a speed of 100 million instructions per 
second (MIPS) [56]. 
Also, the power consumption in the ideal state is very low compared with the power 
consumption in the active state. That is why we will focus on the power consumption in 
the active state when the node is transmitting or receiving [57]. 
PTR = PT (d) + PR 
Equation 7: Transmission and Receiving Power 
Where: 
PTR: the power to transmit and receive 
PT (d): the power consumed by the transmitter to transmit over a distance d 
PR: the power consumed by the receiver  
The power consumed at transmission can be expressed by this formula: 
PT (d) = Pelec + Pamp(d) 
Equation 8: Transmission Power 
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Where:  
Pelec: the power consumed by the DSP circuit and the Digital/Analog converter 
Pamp(d): the power consumed by the signal amplifier to transmit for a range of d 
The power consumed at the receiver can be expressed by this formula: 
PR = Pelec 
Equation 9: Receiving Power 
8.5.1 Multi-Hop Vs. Single-Hop 
PT (d) >>> PR  because Pamp(d) is much higher than Pelec so that is why in our protocol 
we chose to use a multi-hop transmission model compared with a single-hop 
transmission model [56]. 
In multi-hop transmission, the power consumption can be calculated as: 
PTR = ∑ [2 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐  +  𝑃𝑎𝑚𝑝(d)]
𝑛
𝑖=1  
Equation 10: Multi-hop Transmission Power 
Where n is the number of nodes on the path from the source to the destination 
And if we are transmitting a packet of N bits the formula becomes: 
PTR = 𝑁 ∑ [2 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐  +  𝑃𝑎𝑚𝑝(d)]
𝑛
𝑖=1  
Equation 11: Multi-hop Transmission Power for N bits 
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8.5.1.1 Dynamic Voltage-Frequency Scaling (DVFS) 
Pelec [57] can be expressed as: 
Pelec = Pdynamic + Pstatic   
Equation 12: Electric Circuit Power Consumption 
Where: 
Pdynamic: the dynamic power consumption 
Pstatic: the static power consumption 
Now Pstatic  [57] can be expressed as: 
Pstatic = I * V  
Equation 13: Static Power Consumption 
Where: 
I: current 
V: voltage 
Now Pdynamic  [57] can be expressed as: 
Pdynamic = ½ * C * V2 * F   
Equation 14: Dynamic Power Consumption 
Where: 
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C: capacitor 
F: Frequency  
From the above formula, we can notice that we can reduce Pdynamic by reducing V or F. 
This technique is called Dynamic Voltage-Frequency Scaling (DVFS) 
By using DVFS we can lower the voltage and frequency being used in the sensor node. 
Lowering the CPU frequency will make the processing speed slower and lowering the 
signals’ voltage will make the transmission prone to more errors and will reduce the 
data transmission rate as shown in the following formula: 
R = 𝑊 ∗  log2 (1 +
𝑆
𝑁
) 
Equation 15: Data transmission rate 
Where: 
R: Data transmission rate 
S: Signal Level 
N: Noise Level 
By reducing the voltage, level of the signal (S) the S/N ratio will decrease, causing the 
data rate to decrease according to Shannon’s equation. Therefore, we are sacrificing 
speed and reliability to maximize the lifespan of nodes.  
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9 Simulation and Results 
The following sections are dedicated to describing the simulation process and its 
results. The description will include the simulation environment, the simulation process, 
and the results of comparing the performance of directed diffusion with the proposed 
protocol. 
Our goal in this study is to verify the performance of our proposed protocol. To do this, 
we compared its performance with directed diffusion. Directed diffusion is a well-known 
routing protocol for WSNs. Our choice to compare the proposed protocol with directed 
diffusion was based on the following reasons: 
1. The fact that our proposed protocol is a major modification to directed diffusion. 
2. Directed diffusion is a well-established protocol, and it is widely used for 
performance comparison. 
3. Both protocols fall under the same category of flat structure routing protocols 
During the simulation process, several performance aspects were compared. To try to 
achieve the most fairness in the comparison process between the two protocols, we 
used the same environment for both protocols with the same parameters in each 
experiment. This method will assure that both protocols go through the same conditions 
when collecting the simulation results. 
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9.1 Simulation Environment 
9.1.1 Simulator 
To evaluate the performance of our proposed routing protocol we implemented it using 
a Castalia simulator which is a dedicated Wireless Sensor Network Simulator. It is used 
as an add-on Framework with OMNeT++. OMNeT++ is a general network simulator. 
Castalia is highly parametric which makes it suitable for simulating a wide range of 
applications in different platforms. Castalia implements sensor nodes as compost 
modules where each module consist of sub-modules. For example, the communication 
is a module that consist of routing, MAC, and physical sub-modules [62]. 
One of the biggest advantages of Castalia is the realistic modeling of the wireless and 
radio channels. Resulting in a realistic node behavior especially interacting with the 
wireless medium. This feature makes Castalia an attractive option for researchers who 
wants to test their protocols. 
 It was developed in C++ at the National ICT Australia [62].  
9.2 Simulation Parameters 
In Figure 37 we show a sample of the Castalia parameter file that was used in the 
simulation experiments. 
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Figure 37: Castalia parameters File 
9.2.1 Comparison Aspects  
Our simulation compares the performance of our protocol with the one of directed 
diffusion. The comparison was made on the following aspects: 
1. Energy consumption 
2. Reliable delivery 
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3. Load balancing 
4. Network lifetime 
5. Quality of Service  
9.2.1.1 Energy consumption 
A main focus of the simulation was to compare the total energy consumption between 
the two protocols in an attempt to support the concept that our proposed routing 
protocol will result in less energy consumption than directed diffusion. 
9.2.1.2 Reliable delivery 
To be able to support the concept that our protocol provides a higher level of reliable 
delivery the simulation compares the total number of packets delivered to the sink node 
between the two protocols. 
9.2.1.3 Load balancing 
A comparison was made of the standard deviation of energy consumption for all the 
nodes between the two protocols to support the concept that our protocol provides a 
higher level of load balancing. 
9.2.1.4 Network lifetime 
Network lifetime is an important parameter in WSNs. Network lifetime is quantified by 
two metrics, namely, the time for the first node death and the time when the sink node 
stops receiving data packets from the sensing nodes [55]. 
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9.2.1.5 Quality of Service 
 
Priority delivery was compared by sending the same number of packets once as normal 
flow and a second time as priority flow. The percentage of delivered packets was then 
used to compare the two cases. 
9.2.2 MAC Layer 
Castalia has implemented four different Medium Access Control (MAC) modules that 
are described below. 
Tunable MAC 
This module can be used for experimental usage especially when some proposals of 
duty cycle MAC protocols are tested. There are some parameters to adjust the fraction 
of time or the exact time duration that the node continues to listen. The experiments 
with CSMA-CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) also enable 
parameters that influence carrier sensing [64]. 
T-MAC and S-MAC 
A module simulating protocols T-MAC and its predecessor S-MAC can also be used in 
Castalia. These protocols are aimed at keeping the energy consumption as low as 
possible. Since the authors of Castalia did not find all the practical implementation 
details in the proposal, some protocol properties are adjustable using parameters [64]. 
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IEEE 802.15.4 MAC 
This module implements the core functionality of the MAC part of the IEEE 802.15.4 
standard, but some features are not implemented. The implementation is aimed at BAN. 
Among the available functionalities, there are CSMA-CA, Direct data transfer mode and 
Guaranteed time slots (GTS - a form of TDMA). Indirect transfer mode, and non-beacon 
or multi-hop personal area networks (PAN), which can be utilized in WSN, are not 
implemented [64]. 
Baseline BAN MAC 
This module is an implementation of IEEE 802.15.6 draft proposal for a standard in BAN 
MAC. Since Body Area Networks are out of the scope of this thesis, this module is not 
described in detail and the readers are referred to [64]. 
In our implementation, we decided to use T-MAC for its saving energy properties.  
9.3 Simulation Results 
In this section, we will demonstrate the Castalia simulation results obtained for 
comparing the performance of directed diffusion with our proposed protocol.  
As mentioned earlier the comparison was made on four aspects:   
1. Energy consumption 
2. Reliable delivery 
3. Load balancing 
4. Network lifetime 
5. Quality of Service 
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This section will contain five subsections. Each subsection is dedicated to one aspect. 
9.3.1 Energy Consumption 
To evaluate the performance of our protocol against directed diffusion we have 
simulated both directed diffusion and the proposed protocol using the same simulation 
parameters shown in Table 8. 
Parameter Name Value 
Simulation Time 300 sec 
X axis 40 – 180 meters 
Y axis 40 – 180 meters 
Number of Nodes 25- 256 
Sink node Node 0 
Radio Type CC2420 
MAC Protocol TMAC 
Table 8: Simulation Parameters for Energy Consumption Comparison 
For each network size, the simulation experiment was run five times against both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. The results of the average of the five runs 
were used to represent the values presented in the energy consumption aspect 
comparison. 
As shown in Table 8, the sink node was always node zero. All the other nodes were 
assumed to be normal sensing nodes. 
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The application layer will send a new interest every 10 seconds. The sensing nodes will 
send a data packet every 1 second. 
The simulation focus was to compare the total energy consumption between the two 
protocols in quest to support that our proposed routing protocol will result in less energy 
consumption.  
The simulation was performed with a different number of nodes ranging from 25 to 256 
to support the observation that energy conservation will occur regardless of networks 
size. 
Figure 38 shows the simulation results comparing the total energy consumption for both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. 
 
Figure 38: Comparing Total Energy Consumption 
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Actually, as shown in Figure 39 the difference in the total energy consumption was 
increasing as the number of nodes increased because the paths tend to be longer in bigger 
networks and assuring the healthier and shorter paths will decrease energy consumption. 
 
Figure 39: Difference in Total Energy Consumption 
From this set of simulation experiments, it is concluded that the proposed protocol energy 
consumption is less than directed diffusion, and the energy consumption difference 
increases as the network size increases.  
9.3.2 Reliable delivery 
To evaluate the performance of our protocol against directed diffusion we have 
simulated both directed diffusion and the proposed protocol using the same simulation 
parameters shown in Table 9. 
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Parameter Name Value 
Simulation Time 300 sec 
X axis 60 – 90 meters 
Y axis 60 – 90 meters 
Number of Nodes 25- 225 
Sink node Node 0 
Radio Type CC2420 
MAC Protocol TMAC 
Table 9: Simulation Parameters for Reliable Delivery Comparison 
For each network size, the simulation experiment was run five times against both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. The results of the average of the five runs 
were used to represent the values presented in the energy consumption aspect 
comparison. 
As shown in Table 9, the sink node was always node zero. All the other nodes were 
assumed to be normal sensing nodes. 
The application layer will send a new interest every 10 seconds. The sensing nodes will 
send a data packet every 1 second. 
The simulation focus was to compare the total number of delivered packets to the sink 
node between the two protocols in quest to support that our proposed routing protocol 
will have higher reliable delivery. 
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The simulation was performed with a different number of nodes ranging from 25 to 225 
to support the observation that more packets will be delivered regardless of networks 
size. 
Figure 40 shows the simulation results comparing the total number of packets delivered to 
the sink node for both directed diffusion and the proposed protocol.  
 
Figure 40: Comparing Total Number of Packets Delivered to Sink Node 
Also, as shown in Figure 41 the difference in the total number of delivered packets was 
always higher and had a tendency to increase as the number of nodes increased. 
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Figure 41: Difference in Total Packets Delivered 
From this set of simulation experiments, it is concluded that the proposed protocol 
packets delivery has higher reliability than directed diffusion. 
9.3.3 Load Balancing 
To evaluate the performance of our protocol against directed diffusion we have 
simulated both directed diffusion and the proposed protocol using the same simulation 
parameters shown in Table 10. 
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Parameter Name Value 
Simulation Time 300 sec 
X axis 60 – 180 meters 
Y axis 60 – 180 meters 
Number of Nodes 25- 225 
Sink node Node 0 
Radio Type CC2420 
MAC Protocol TMAC 
Table 10: Simulation Parameters for Load Balancing Comparison 
For each network size, the simulation experiment was run five times against both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. The results of the average of the five runs 
were used to represent the values presented in the energy consumption aspect 
comparison. 
As shown in Table 10, the sink node was always node zero. All the other nodes were 
assumed to be normal sensing nodes. 
The application layer will send a new interest every 10 seconds. The sensing nodes will 
send a data packet every second. 
The simulation focus was to compare the load balancing between the two protocols in 
an effort to support the observation that our proposed routing protocol will have better 
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load balance between the nodes. To achieve this, we calculated the standard deviation 
of the nodes’ energy after the simulation period finished.  
The simulation was performed with a different number of nodes ranging from 25 to 225 
to support the concept that our protocol will balance the load more efficiently than 
directed diffusion regardless of the size. 
Figure 42 shows the simulation results comparing the standard deviation of energy levels 
for all nodes for both directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. 
 
Figure 42: Comparing Standard Deviation of Power Consumption 
Also, as shown in Figure 43 the difference in the standard deviation of energy levels of the 
nodes tends to increase as the number of nodes increased. 
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Figure 43: Difference in Power Consumption Standard Deviation 
From this set of simulation experiments it is concluded that although the difference was 
not high, the proposed protocol balanced energy consumption among nodes more equally 
than directed diffusion. 
9.3.4 Network lifetime 
To evaluate the performance of our protocol against directed diffusion we have 
simulated both directed diffusion and the proposed protocol using the same simulation 
parameters shown in Table 11. 
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Parameter Name Value 
Simulation Time 3600 sec 
X axis 60 – 180 meters 
Y axis 60 – 180 meters 
Number of Nodes 25- 225 
Sink node Node 0 
Radio Type CC2420 
MAC Protocol TMAC 
Table 11: Simulation Parameters for Life Time Comparison 
For each network size, the simulation experiment was run five times against both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. The results of the average of the five runs 
were used to represent the values presented in comparison of the energy consumption. 
As shown in Table 11, the sink node was always node zero. All the other nodes were 
assumed to be normal sensing nodes. 
The simulation runtime in these experiments was increased to 3600 seconds, so the 
nodes drained completely from energy, and we could reach a state when the network 
was dead. By dead, we mean the sink stopped receiving any more date packets. 
The application layer sent a new interest every 100 seconds. It was assumed that all the 
sensing nodes would sense data that matched the data requested in the interest. This 
was done to maximize the load on the network. 
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To be able to measure the network lifetime, two aspects were observed. The first aspect 
was the time when the sink node stopped receiving any more packets and the second 
aspect was the time when the first node died.  
The simulation was performed with a different number of nodes ranging from 25 to 225 
to support the observation that our protocol will increase network lifetime regardless of 
the size. 
Figure 44 shows the simulation results comparing the network lifetime for both directed 
diffusion and the proposed protocol. 
 
Figure 44: Comparing Network Life Time 
Figure 45 shows the simulation results comparing the time the first node died for both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. 
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Figure 45: Comparing First Node Death Time 
From this set of simulation experiments, it is concluded that the proposed protocol will 
extend the network lifetime more than directed diffusion. 
9.3.5 Quality of Service 
This experiment was different from the others because the comparison was made 
between the proposed protocol and itself. This was done to show that improvements in 
critical packets delivery were due to QoS features added to the proposed protocol, not 
due to another improvement. 
Since we are featuring two aspects of QoS in our protocol, multipath, and differentiated 
services, we have here two sets of experiments. The first section will show results for 
comparing packets delivery when critical packets are transmitted over two paths instead 
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of one. Section two will show results for comparing packets’ arrival delay and packets 
delivery when differentiated services are implemented. 
Experiments shown in the QoS section were conducted using the parameters shown in 
Table 12. 
Parameter Name Value 
Simulation Time 450 sec 
X axis 60 – 180 meters 
Y axis 60 – 180 meters 
Number of Nodes 25- 225 
Sink node Node 0 
Radio Type CC2420 
MAC Protocol TMAC 
Table 12: Simulation Parameters for Critical Packets Delivery 
For each network size, the simulation experiment was run five times against both 
directed diffusion and the proposed protocol. The results of the average of the five runs 
were used to represent the values presented in the energy consumption aspect 
comparison. 
As shown in Table 12, the sink node was always node zero. All the other nodes were 
assumed to be normal sensing nodes. 
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The application layer sends a new interest every 10 seconds. The sensing nodes sends 
a data packet every second. 
9.3.5.1 Multipath  
In this experiment we decided to have only one sensing node, which was always node 
the with number = (network size -1), so it will easier for us to count exactly how many 
packets were sent. The number of packets sent was 300. 
Also, we increased the interference level by changing the following parameter in the 
Castalia parameters file: 
SN.node[*].communication.radio.collisionModel = 1 
Changing the parameter value to 1 will increase the collision level to the highest.  
The number of paths enforced in case of critical data was 2. This was done by changing 
the following parameter value to 2: 
SN.node[*].Communication.Routing.numberOfPathsEnforced = 2 
Two paths will be enforced, only, if the interest is marked as critical by setting the 
priority field in the interest packet to 1.  
The simulation focus was to compare the total number of delivered packets to the sink 
node between the normal packets and critical packets. 
The simulation was performed with a different number of nodes ranging from 25 to 225 
to support the observation that energy conservation will occur regardless of networks 
size. 
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Figure 46 shows the simulation results comparing the total number of packets delivered 
between normal data and critical data. 
 
Figure 46: Comparing Total Number of Packets Delivered Based on Flow Type 
Figure 47 and Table 13 shows the difference in the total number of delivered packets was 
always higher in the case of critical data. While the difference was small in smaller 
networks, it increased in bigger networks because hops are higher, and the possibility of 
data loss is higher. 
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Network Size Normal Data 
Delivery 
Critical Data 
Delivery 
Different in 
Delivery 
Improvement 
Rate (%) 
25 285 291 6 2% 
49 269 283 14 4.6% 
100 266 291 25 8.3% 
144 205 288 83 27.6 % 
225 127 237 110 36.6% 
Table 13: Improvement Rate of Critical Delivery 
 
 
Figure 47: Difference In Total Number of packets Delivered in Critical Delivery 
From this set of simulation experiments, it is concluded that the proposed protocol can 
increase the reliable delivery of critical packets by enforcing more paths. 
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9.3.5.2 Differentiated services 
In this experiment, we are comparing the number of packets delivered and the average 
arrival delay of urgent packets before and after adding the differentiated services aspect 
to our proposed protocol. The simulation will run twice. The first time all packets will go 
through the same buffer regardless of their class (single service). In the second time, 
each packet class will go through a dedicated buffer (differentiated services). 
Packets in the urgent buffer are given the highest priority, then critical packets, and 
lastly normal packets are transmitted. To measure the average arrival delay, the time of 
each packet arrival was recorded; then the difference between each two successive 
packets was obtained and added up and then divided by the number of packets 
delivered. 
Figure 48 shows the simulation results comparing the total number of urgent packets 
delivered once using single service and again using differentiated services. 
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Figure 48: Comparing Number of Urgent Packets Delivered to Sink Node 
Figure 49 shows the simulation results comparing the average arrival delay of urgent 
packets once using single service and again using differentiated services. 
 
Figure 49: Comparing Average Arrival Delay of Urgent Packets 
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From this set of simulation experiments, it is concluded that using differentiated services 
can increase the QoS level by increasing the packets throughput and decreasing the 
delay of a certain class of data over other classes. This is crucial because not all data 
classes have the same needs. 
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10 Conclusion 
 
Designing routing algorithms for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is a challenging 
task due to the nature of WSNs. WSNs nodes are generally limited in energy and 
computation power beside the instability of wireless links. 
In this research, a routing protocol was presented that falls under the flat-structure 
category. The protocol uses a non-incremental machine learning technique to give 
preference to healthier and shorter paths, which will result in less energy consumption, 
more reliable delivery of data, better load balancing, and longer network life. 
In addition to preferring healthier paths, our protocol provides QoS features through 
implementing differentiated services, where packets are classified as critical, urgent, 
and normal. Based on this classification, different packets are assigned different 
priorities and resources. This results in a more reliable delivery and less delay for urgent 
and critical packets. 
The proposed protocol achieves its objectives by collecting data about the available 
paths through a special data collection stage. The collected data are used to choose the 
best path using a mathematical formula based on merit criteria. 
In this work, we collected data about the total energy on the path, path hop count, and 
the lowest energy node on the path to set up a working experiment with different data 
sets. 
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We compared our protocol with a well-known flat-structure routing protocol called 
Directed Diffusion. The Directed Diffusion algorithm uses directed routing by using 
gradients to point back to the sink node and uses a naming scheme to minimize data 
flooding. However, Directed Diffusion algorithm does not put any efforts to be aware of 
the network status. 
A possible drawback in our proposed protocol is an increase in the first packet arrival 
time. This delay is caused by adding the collecting data stage. The Directed Diffusion 
algorithm starts delivering packets as soon as the path is enforced, unlike our protocol 
where data must be collected before a path is enforced. 
Another drawback could result in the case of queries with long life span. In this case, 
the chosen path could, after a certain time, no longer be the best path because of the 
topology changes that could result in the network topology. 
In the simulation, the performance of our protocol was compared with the Directed 
Diffusion algorithm through five aspects: Energy Consumption, Reliable Delivery, Load 
Balancing, Network Lifetime, and Quality of Service. The simulation was conducted on 
different network sizes. 
The simulation results did not point out a significant difference in performance between 
the proposed protocol and the Directed Diffusion algorithm in smaller networks. 
However, when the network size started to increase the results showed better 
performance by the proposed protocol. 
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Furthermore, we presented an aware diffusion routing protocol that presented a new 
paradigm by adding a new stage for collecting data about the status of paths and by 
storing critical data on multiple paths as a means of their reliable delivery to the sink 
node.  
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11 Future Work 
The proposed routing protocol was designed to collect data about the paths’ status and 
then make a decision about which path to enforce using the collected data. In our 
specific design; we collected data about the total energy of the path, the path hop count, 
and the lowest energy level of a node on the path. More experimentation could be done 
with different data, such as the delay, for example, and see how this could affect the 
performance. 
Another possible future work is using weights in the cost function equations for the 
different data collected to give higher or lower preference to certain data types over 
others. 
A promising improvement could be exploiting the charge and discharge cycles caused 
by solar energy harvesting. We can utilize these charging cycles to make better routing 
decisions. For example, nodes in charging status could be avoided until they reach a 
certain energy level before putting them in action again. 
Cross-layer optimization continues to be a promising area for performance 
enhancement. The more data are exchanged between layers the better the overall 
performance.  A more possible data exchange could be done as follows: 
- MAC layer buffer status can be reported to the routing layer so that congested 
nodes are avoided. 
- When the battery level is below a threshold level at a node, the routing layer can 
send a control message to the physical layer to lower the clock frequency. 
Although this will decrease the processing speed it will also decrease dynamic 
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the power consumption as shown in equation14, and eventually increase the 
node’s lifetime. 
To enhance providing QoS, the differentiated services could be implemented at the 
MAC layer level as well. The same packets classification can be used, where packets 
are classified into critical, urgent, and normal.  Then, urgent and critical packets can be 
served faster by assigning them shorter interframe spacing (SIFS, PIFS, and DIFS) 
compared with normal packets 
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